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Treatment Efficacy and Clinical Effectiveness of 
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Multimodal Treatment in ADHD: A Critical 
Review
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Purpose: Recent reviews have proposed that scientifically validated standard EEG neuro-
feedback (NF) protocols are an efficacious and specific treatment for attention-deficit hyper-
activity disorder (ADHD). Here, we review the current evidence for the treatment efficacy 
and clinical effectiveness of NF in ADHD to investigate whether NF treatment personaliza-
tion (standard protocols matched to the electrophysiological features of ADHD) and combi-
nation with other interventions (psychosocial, sleep hygiene and nutritional advice) might 
yield superior long-term treatment outcomes relative to non-personalized NF and medication 
monotreatments.
Methods: The electronic databases PubMed and PsycINFO were systematically searched 
using our key terms. Of the 38 resulting studies, 11 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and 
open-label studies were eligible for inclusion. Studies were analyzed for effect sizes and 
remission rates at the end of treatment and at follow-up. The effects of personalized and 
multimodal NF treatments were compared to non-personalized NF monotreatments and with 
two benchmark medication studies.
Results: The analysis of RCTs indicated that the long-term effects of personalized NF 
interventions were superior to non-personalized NF and comparable to those of medication 
alone or in combination with behavioral intervention. The analysis of open-label trials further 
indicates that the interaction of NF with parental interventions, sleep and nutritional advice 
might yield superior clinical effectiveness relative to NF and medication monotreatments.
Conclusion: Personalized and multimodal NF interventions seem to yield superior treat-
ment efficacy relative to NF alone and superior clinical effectiveness relative to medication. 
We propose that treatment outcomes may be further enhanced by adjusting NF non-specific 
factors (eg, reinforcement contingencies) to specific ADHD characteristics (eg, reward 
sensitivity). Future NF research should focus on the systematic evaluation of the treatment 
outcomes of personalized and multimodal treatments.
Keywords: neurofeedback, ADHD, treatment efficacy, effectiveness, personalized, 
multimodal

Introduction
Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a highly prevalent and impairing 
neurodevelopmental disorder1 characterized by persistent inattention, impulsivity 
and hyperactivity in multiple domains of functioning. From a neurocognitive point 
of view, ADHD has been associated with deficits in cognitive control, delay 
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aversion, reward sensitivity and timing.2–4 Its diverse clin-
ical presentation and neuropsychological profile suggests 
an heterogenous and multifactorial causation5 including 
genetic and environmental factors. Besides the lifelong 
implications for mental health,6 ADHD can represent 
a significant psychological and economic burden for 
families and society (eg, in terms of medical treatments 
and lost productivity) justifying the consideration of long- 
term cost-effective interventions.7–9 Although psychophar-
macological treatments have been shown to be most 
effective10 and relatively affordable compared to psycho-
social interventions, the benefits seem not to persist in the 
long-term.11,12 Such results have encouraged research to 
focus on long-term effectiveness of multimodal 
treatments11,13,14 and their inclusion in treatment 
guidelines.15 In this context, neurofeedback (NF) has 
been considered a promising non-pharmacological inter-
vention as a stand-alone16–18 or in combination with other 
treatment modalities.19,20

NF is a neuromodulation technique based on a brain– 
computer interface (BCI) by which pre-selected para-
meters of brain activity (eg, electroencephalographic 
(EEG) frequencies) are directly relayed back to the indi-
vidual in real-time via goal-directed visual and auditory 
cues. Through NF, brain activity underlying cognition and 
behaviour is targeted based on mechanisms of reinforce-
ment and procedural skills learning. NF can be tailored to 
individual differences in the brain signal of interest and 
flexibly integrated with other psychosocial and behavioral 
treatments.21 NF effects are probably the result of complex 
multifactorial mechanisms including both specific and 
non-specific factors and their interaction.22 This may 
include non-specific factors such as (1) expectations 
regarding the technique (eg, technological acceptance, pla-
cebo effect), (2) secondary reinforcement associated with 
the target brain activity (eg, token economy system), (3) 
and primary reinforcement of behaviors adequate to the 
context of NF but not related to the brain signal (eg, 
learning to sit still and to prevent electromuscular 
artifacts).23–25 The clinical implementation of NF also 
involves general non-specific factors common to other 
psychosocial interventions (eg, praise and supportive role 
of the therapist) which are not only facilitative of the 
learning process via primary reinforcement of adequate 
behaviors but also rewarding in itself.26 Importantly, 
these factors are likely present in multiple interventions 
and their interaction with ADHD individual differences 
needs to be considered when evaluating the effects of 

personalized and multimodal NF interventions. The cur-
rent review aims to evaluate the treatment efficacy and 
clinical effectiveness of personalized and multimodal 
treatments including NF, while considering their flexibility 
in addressing the heterogeneous and multifactorial nature 
of ADHD.

Criteria of Treatment Efficacy and Clinical 
Effectiveness
According to the American Psychological Association 
(APA) psychological treatments are rated by their (1) 
“treatment efficacy” concerning the scientific evidence 
and (2) “effectiveness” referring to the applicability or 
clinical utility.27 If the intervention is deemed the best 
treatment alternative in economic terms, then the treatment 
is cost-effective. Following Southam-Gerow and 
Prinstein28 and Tolin et al29 suggested updates, Arns et al30 

recently proposed a stricter version of the original APA 
guidelines that explicitly considers both the long-term 
effectiveness and the remission rates in the evaluation of 
the clinical significance of evidence-based treatments.

Methods
Study Selection
Figure S-1 (Supplementary material) presents the 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram of study selection 
in the current review. The literature was searched for 
studies that examined the efficacy and effectiveness of 
EEG NF in ADHD using the electronic databases 
PubMed and PsycINFO with the following Boolean logic 
terms: (“ADHD” or “attention deficit hyperactivity disor-
der” or “attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder”) AND 
(“neurofeedback” or “eeg biofeedback”) AND (“trial” or 
“study” or “randomized controlled trial” or “RCT”) AND 
(“efficacy” or “effectiveness”) AND (“rating scale” or 
“scale” or “parent rating” or “teacher rating”) limited to 
the last five years (2016–2020). Systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses resulting from this search were examined to 
identify potentially missed publications. The search 
through the databases identified 32 abstracts to which six 
other sources were added based on the most recent sys-
tematic review.30 Duplicates were excluded, abstracts were 
screened and the full text examined by the first and second 
authors based on the following inclusion criteria: 1) multi-
centre randomized controlled trials (RCTs) published in 
peer-reviewed journals available in English language; 2) 
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primary diagnosis of ADHD; 3) mean child age <18 years 
old; and 4) NF treatment used one of the well-investigated 
and specific standard protocols - Theta/beta ratio (TBR), 
Sensorimotor Rhythm (SMR), and/or Slow Cortical 
Potentials (SCP) – as proposed by Arns, Heinrich and 
Strehl.31 The screening of the 38 records resulted in the 
exclusion of nine articles: five for being systematic 
reviews or meta-analyses; two because the primary diag-
nosis was not ADHD; one because the participants had 
a mean age higher than 18 years old, and one because it 
was not available in the English language. During the 
screening of the full text of the remaining 27 records, 
several articles belonging to the same group of authors 
were identified and clustered. Then, similarities in sample 
and outcome measures were examined resulting in the 
exclusion of one article in which primary parental and 
teacher’s ratings were repeated in other sources of the 
same cluster. Finally, the full text of the remaining articles 
was examined resulting in the exclusion of 15 other arti-
cles which did not meet criteria for being multicentre 
RCTs and/or not using standard NF protocols. Table S-1 
(Supplementary material) presents a list of excluded arti-
cles with reasons. Eleven articles were selected for the 
current critical review.

In order to provide a frame of reference for the 
efficacy and effectiveness of personalized and multimo-
dal NF interventions, identical outcome measures were 
extracted from two multicenter studies examining tradi-
tional treatments of ADHD in children. The benchmark 
multicenter NIMH Multimodal Treatment Study of 
Children with ADHD (MTA)32 was chosen as 
a reference RCT to determine treatment efficacy. 
Clinical effectiveness was operationalized as the gener-
alizability of NF efficacy to everyday clinical practice in 
open-label studies and assessed in relation to the non- 
industry sponsored multi-center open-label International 
Study to Predict Optimized Treatment in ADHD 
(iSPOT-A).33,34

Outcome Measures
In line with Arns et al30 the current review followed the 
recent recommendations of Tolin et al29 in which three 
sets of outcome measures were adopted to assess treat-
ment efficacy and effectiveness of NF: The first outcome 
measure was the acute pre-post treatment (pre-post) 
effect size (ES), expressed as Cohen’s d, which reflects 
the improvement of the group from pre-treatment to post 
treatment on the primary endpoint in a given study. 

Conventionally, an ES > 0.3 is considered a small clinical 
effect, an ES > 0.5 considered a medium sized effect and 
an ES > 0.8 considered a large clinical effect. Moreover, 
long-term pre-treatment to follow-up (pre-FU) ES was 
considered. Finally, remission rate (ie, loss of diagnostic 
status) was considered. This was defined as an ADHD 
rating scale item mean of ≤1.0,35,36 published for the 
multi-center NIMH Multimodal Treatment Study of 
Children with ADHD (MTA).35 When remission was 
not published, the authors were contacted (up to two 
times) to request remission rates. These criteria were 
fulfilled by the pooled quantitative EEG (QEEG) 
informed open-label studies by Arns et al and Krepel 
et al37,38 the combined SCP and TBR RCT by 
Gevensleben et al39,40 the SCP RCT by Strehl et al41 

and the SCP RCT by Aggensteiner et al42 (reporting the 
pre-FU results of Strehl et al). However, for various 
reasons the requests could not be fulfilled by the studies 
of Kropotov et al43 Monastra et al20 Steiner et al44 and no 
response was obtained from Geladé et al.45 For compar-
ison, the same information about treatment outcomes was 
obtained for the two benchmark medication studies.33,35 

For an overview of the studies’ characteristics included in 
the present review see Table 1.

Results
Treatment Efficacy and Clinical 
Effectiveness of Pharmacological 
Treatment in ADHD
The treatment outcomes for all studies considered in the 
current review are presented in Figure 1. In the NIMH- 
MTA trial, the combined treatment shows the highest 
clinical significance with 68% remission rate and the 
largest pre-post ES of 1.63 which declined on FU (ES 
of about 1.4; no information about remission rates). 
Medication as a stand-alone treatment shows good clin-
ical and statistical significance (56% remission rate, pre- 
post and pre-FU treatment ES around 1.4). Remission 
rates, and statistical significance are lower in the multi-
component behavior therapy (remission rate: 34%, with 
pre-post and pre-FU treatment ES of about 1) and in the 
community care (remission rate: 25%, with pre-post and 
pre-FU treatment ES of about 0.9–1). Despite the strong 
pre-post ES (1.09) the iSPOT-A shows that methylphe-
nidate had a lower clinical effectiveness than that 
obtained during RCT conditions as shown by the lower 
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remission rates after treatment (31% in the iSPOT-A 
against 56% in the MTA).

Treatment Efficacy and Clinical 
Effectiveness of Neurofeedback
As shown in Figure 1, seven RCTs focusing on standard 
protocols met inclusion criteria for the current review. 
First, Strehl et al41 utilized the SCP protocol and com-
pared it to EMG biofeedback as an active control group. 
They demonstrated a large ES of 1.02 for acute pre-post 
treatment and 1.06 for long-term pre-FU effects, apart 
from a remission rate of 32% pre-post which remained 
stable after pre-FU as reported by Aggensteiner et al.42 

Second, Gevensleben et al39,40 compared SCP and TBR 
to cognitive training, demonstrating large ES for pre- 
post (0.84) and for pre-FU (0.88), as well as a 47% 
remission rate. Unfortunately, remission rates were not 
available for pre-FU. Third, Geladé et al45 utilized TBR 
and compared this to exercise and methylphenidate, with 
medium to large EF for pre-post effects (0.44) and pre- 
FU (0.98). Fourth, Steiner et al44 assessed an SMR 
protocol implemented in a school setting in comparison 
to cognitive training and a waitlist, showing medium 

ESs for pre-post effects (0.55), and for pre-FU (0.57). 
Fifth, in the recently published International 
Collaborative ADHD Neurofeedback (iCAN) study,22 

TBR was compared to sham-NF, demonstrating large 
ES for pre-post (1.4) and pre-FU (1.56) with 
a remission rate of 27% pre-post which increased to 
40% at follow up. However, the sham-NF group also 
had large ES for pre-post (1.28), and pre-FU effects 
(1.08), despite reporting smaller remission rates of 
14% at pre-post and 17% pre-FU.

Regarding clinical effectiveness, four open-label stu-
dies were included; however, no follow-up information is 
available for any of those studies. First, Monastra et al20 

used TBR NF which resulted in a high ES for pre-post 
effects (1.46). Second, Kropotov et al43 used a relative 
beta protocol, and similarly showed high ES for pre-post 
effects (1.07). Third, Krepel et al38 used individual 
QEEG to assign participants to one of the standard pro-
tocols thus replicating Arns et al37 in a multicentric study 
with a large sample. When the participants of these two 
open-label studies were pooled together, the acute pre- 
post ES was large (1.97) and a remission rate of 57% was 
observed.

Figure 1 Comparative treatment efficacy and effectiveness of treatments in ADHD. Pre-post treatment ES (Cohen’s d) for parent rated overall ADHD symptom 
improvement (grey, Pre-Post) and from pre-treatment to follow-up (black, Pre-FU); pre-post and pre-FU treatment remission rates are listed above (top line). On the 
left the results for Treatment Efficacy (A. Randomized Controlled Trials) are depicted for 1. Neurofeedback RCT’s based on standard protocols Slow Cortical Potentials 
(SCP), Theta/beta ratio (TBR), Sensorimotor Rhythm (SMR) and for 2. NIMH-MTA Trial treatment arms (Combined treatment (COMB), Medication only (MED), 
Multicomponent Behaviour Therapy (BEH) and Community Care (CC). On the right the results for Clinical Effectiveness (B. Open-Label Trials) are depicted for 3. 
Neurofeedback open-label trials using treatment personalization based on QEEG or TBR and for 4. Methylphenidate (MPH) treatment as usual (TAU) open-label data from 
the iSPOT-A study. The multimodal NIMH-MTA and the personalized and multimodal NF studies are marked with *.
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Discussion
Long-Term Efficacy and Effectiveness of 
Pharmacological and NF Interventions
Taken together our results suggest that NF RCTs show 
lower clinical significance (with remission rates between 
14%-47% and ES between 0.44-1.56) compared to the 
NIMH-MTA Trial (with remission rates between 25%- 
68% and ES between 0.63-0.86). Interestingly, in the 
case of NF, ESs consistently increased (or were main-
tained) from pre-post to pre-FU treatment, while for the 
MTA medication arms (either in isolation or combined 
with other treatments), decreases in treatment effects 
were observed. Based on the available evidence, the ESs 
remained stable or increased over the long term thus 
indicating a strengthening of effects for NF over time, 
without any additional treatment. The NF open-label trials 
also demonstrate that the benefit obtained in clinical set-
tings is overall similar or better relative to NF clinical 
trials (‘effectiveness’ based on standard protocols), 
whereas the clinical effects of the open-label iSPOT-A 
tend to be lower relative to the medication arm of the 
RCT MTA Trial. In the following sections, we advance 
the novel proposal that the incremental benefits of NF in 
the long term and in the clinical settings described above 
may be explained by its potential for treatment personali-
zation and for synergistic interaction with other treatment 
modalities.

Increasing the Effects of Neurofeedback 
Through Personalization
NF Personalization to EEG Features Increases 
Treatment Efficacy and Effectiveness
The personalization of NF parameters to individual differ-
ences may account for the superior effectiveness relative to 
randomization of participants to one-size-fits-all standard 
NF protocols. Current evidence suggests that individually 
adjusting the NF treatment protocol to the patient baseline 
QEEG signal characteristics was associated with superior 
treatment outcomes relative to random assignment of parti-
cipants to standard NF protocols and comparable remission 
rates to medication. The results of three NF personalized 
studies are shown in Figure 1. In Monastra et al20 and 
iCAN22 studies ADHD children were pre-selected based 
on elevated theta-beta ratios and subsequently treated with 
TBR NF. Similarly, in the two open-label studies by Arns 
et al and Krepel et al37,38 the baseline QEEG informed the 
decision to assign the ADHD patients to one of the three 

standard protocols (SCP, SMR or TBR). As shown in 
Figure 1, the pre-post ESs were larger in the NF persona-
lized interventions (1.40 for the TBR iCAN, 1.46 for the 
TBR and 1.97 for the QEEG informed) than when partici-
pants were randomized to non-personalized standard proto-
cols (1.02 for SCP, 0.84 for SCP & TBR, 0.55 for TBR and 
0.44 for SMR). Moreover, the pooled pre-post remission 
rate of 57% of the two open-label studies37,38 was compar-
able to the 56% obtained in the reference NIMH-MTA 
Medication Management treatment and superior to the 
31% observed in the open-label iSPOT-A.33,34 That remis-
sion rate was also significantly higher than that observed in 
the iCAN study (27%) which examined only the effects of 
personalized TBR but not of other standard NF protocols. 
Taken together these studies suggest that a stratifica-
tion approach based on the EEG likely enhances clinical 
response to standard NF protocols. Essentially, this can be 
seen as a way to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio for NF, 
thus increasing the trainability of the signal. This is in line 
with current evidence of interindividual differences in the 
generation and successful control of intrinsic patterns of 
neural activity.46–48 Future RCTs should systematically 
assess the effects of standard NF protocols (TBR, SCP 
and SMR) relative to personalization (personalized vs non- 
personalized) in a large sample. A personalized approach 
would recommend, for example, that a well investigated 
protocol other than TBR NF (eg, SMR or SCP) be selected 
when patients do not present TBR elevations in the QEEG.

NF Personalization to ADHD Features May Further 
Increase Treatment Efficacy and Effectiveness
As described in previous sections, non-specific factors 
may account for a significant proportion of NF treatment 
effects as demonstrated by the large pre-post ES of the 
iCAN control group.22 Here we propose that the efficacy 
of NF in ADHD may be further increased by matching 
non-specific treatment factors to individual differences 
among the multifactorial and heterogenous ADHD diag-
nosis. ADHD children show higher reward sensitivity than 
typically developing controls as demonstrated by (1) 
improved instrumental learning with shorter time intervals 
between the response and the reinforcer,49 (2) preference 
for immediate rather than large, delayed rewards50 and (3) 
increased feedback monitoring and motivation when feed-
back is coupled with reward.51 Higher reward sensitivity 
in ADHD children has been associated with increased 
motivation, sustained attention and arousal in response to 
reinforcement especially during repetitive and non-novel 
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tasks2,4,52–55 with similar characteristics to NF. These rein-
forcement contingencies can be found in several RCT 
studies that used psychosocial and behavioral 
treatments40–42,44 and sham-NF as control conditions.56 

As in bona fide-NF, sham-NF also provide primary and 
secondary reinforcement of NF non-specific behaviors (eg, 
motor inhibition and monetary reward respectively) as 
well as an equivalent amount of general non-specific rein-
forcement (eg, praise by the therapist). In face of the 
above, future studies are needed to determine the extent 
to which individual differences in reward sensitivity 
among ADHD children may moderate NF treatment out-
comes in both bona fide and control conditions.

Another non-specific NF treatment effect that may 
interact with specific ADHD features is the external reg-
ulation and reinforcement of appropriate motor activity. 
The instructions to reduce motor activity in both bona 
fide and sham-NF conditions, necessary for the acquisition 
of a clean electroencephalographic signal, also create 
opportunities for behavioral regulation. By receiving feed-
back on electromyographic (EMG) activity, verbal instruc-
tions, coaching and reward contingent on appropriate 
motor behavior (ie, keeping jaw and face muscles relaxed 
to avoid artifacts, sitting still, maintaining an upright pos-
ture, and attending to the screen), NF constitutes an 
approximation to surface EMG biofeedback which has 
been shown to be associated with small but significant 
effects in the regulation of behavior and attention in 
ADHD children.41,57–59 For example, EMG biofeedback 
had similar positive effects to NF on symptoms of hyper-
activity as rated by parents41 and on neuropsychological 
measures of attention (eg, RT mean and RT variability).59 

Taken together this evidence suggests that the EMG bio-
feedback component of NF might have a small yet sig-
nificant role in the regulation of motor behavior and, 
therefore, in decreasing related ADHD symptoms. Future 
research is needed to clarify whether the non-specific 
EMG component of NF may have a differential positive 
impact on specific ADHD behaviors (eg, hyperactivity) 
and whether this can be predicted from individual differ-
ences in ADHD subtype.

Neurofeedback in the Context of 
Multimodal Interventions
In recent years, the wider range of available treatment 
modalities for ADHD provided new possibilities for cus-
tomizing interventions to patient characteristics and 

needs. As shown in previous sections, multimodal inter-
ventions (eg, MTA Trial) combining medication and 
behavioral treatments were associated with better treat-
ment efficacy relative to monotherapy, suggesting addi-
tive and/or synergistic effects. However, as shown in 
Figure 1, the long-term effects indicate that the MTA 
combined treatment brings no advantage relative to med-
ication alone and is less cost-effective. In face of this 
evidence, it has been proposed that clinical decision in 
favor of a multimodal intervention should be informed by 
patient characteristics.60 However, no studies to date 
have provided empirical support to these recommenda-
tions. In the remainder of this section, we will examine 
the current evidence regarding the clinical efficacy of 
multimodal interventions including NF treatments focus-
ing on its additive and synergistic effects with evidence- 
based pharmacological and behavioral treatments and 
other promising adjunctive treatments such as school 
interventions nutrition and sleep advice. Basic informa-
tion on relevant studies characteristics can be found in 
Table 1.

Multimodal Neurofeedback Relative to 
Neurofeedback Monotreatment
The combination of NF with other treatment modalities 
seems to be associated with superior effects relative to NF 
alone. As shown in Figure 1 (1. Neurofeedback), the 
multimodal iCAN study including TBR in combination 
with counseling on sleep and nutrition showed consider-
ably higher pre-post and pre-FU treatment ESs relative to 
all other NF monotreatments. The multimodal TBR out-
performed the best performing SCP monotreatment, when 
both pre-post (1.40 against 1.02) and pre-FU treatment 
(1.56 against 1.06) ES were considered. These results 
are, however, difficult to interpret because of the differ-
ences in NF protocols, the smaller number of sessions in 
SCP monotreatment relative to the multimodal TBR and 
varying percentage of ADHD children on medication dur-
ing NF treatment (see Table 1). When the same NF pro-
tocol is considered (ie, TBR), the effects of the multimodal 
treatment clearly exceed those of the monotreatment45 

(pre-post: 1.40 against 0.44; pre-FU: 1.56 against 0.98). 
However, the lower number of NF sessions in Geladé 
et al45 study cannot be ruled out as a possible explanation 
for the apparent superiority of the multimodal treatment. 
When studies with a similar number of NF sessions are 
used as a comparison (ie, Gevensleben et al40 and Steiner 
et al44), the TBR multimodal treatment still shows higher 
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pre-to post treatment ESs suggesting that the number of 
NF sessions per se does not explain the superior treatment 
efficacy.

When open-label studies are considered (see Figure 1, 
3. Neurofeedback), multimodal interventions such as those 
reported by Krepel et al38 (based on more than one stan-
dard NF protocol, sleep hygiene and coaching) and by 
Monastra et al20 (based on TBR, parental counseling and 
school interventions) seem to yield superior results relative 
to the NF monotreatment (mixed SMR and relative beta 
uptraining) reported by Kropotov et al.43 However, the 
significantly lower number of NF training sessions in the 
latter study needs to be considered as a possible explana-
tion for the smaller pre-post-treatment ES (see Table 1 for 
number of NF sessions in each study). Taken together, the 
results from both RCT and open-label studies seem to 
suggest that NF as part of a multimodal treatment is 
associated with better treatment outcomes relative to NF 
monotreatment. However, it is unclear whether this super-
iority might be related to the higher number of sessions or 
the personalization of the NF treatment which coinciden-
tally was only implemented in the multimodal treatments.

Multimodal Neurofeedback: Possible Interactions 
with Parental, Sleep and Nutrition Interventions
Current evidence suggests that NF might carry additional 
treatment benefits when associated with more comprehen-
sive treatment plans combining medication with psycho-
social treatments. Monastra et al20 suggested that around 
40 sessions of TBR NF has an additional positive short- 
term impact on core ADHD symptoms and might contri-
bute to reduce the need for medication when combined 
with other interventions. However, because Monastra 
et al’s study did not include a control condition it remains 
unclear whether benefits of the additional intervention 
were related to the NF specific or non-specific effects. 
This study provided evidence that at least part of the NF 
additive gains could be related to the interaction between 
NF and parental training. Among the children that 
received NF in addition to other interventions, only those 
whose parents adopted a systematic parenting style (ie, 
consistent use of reinforcement and response cost) showed 
improvements in inattention and hyperactivity symptoms 
when assessed both under medication and after a one-week 
washout from medication. However, these positive effects 
of parenting style were not evident on the teacher ratings 
of inattention and hyperactivity suggesting that the effects 
are context specific or, alternatively, biased by parental 

expectations. Furthermore, it remains unclear which 
aspects of parental intervention might have contributed to 
potentiate and consolidate the effects of NF. The benefits 
of this interaction might be related to the modification of 
parenting styles (eg, through the systematic use of positive 
reinforcement), to the higher parental involvement and 
motivation for treatment (and consequent stronger placebo 
effect) or to the generalization of specific behavioral reg-
ulation strategies to the home environment.

Finally, the combination of NF with counseling on 
sleep,38 nutrition,20 or both22 may have contributed to the 
overall treatment effects of several NF multimodal RCT 
and open-label studies. In fact, both Monastra et al20 and 
the iCAN study22 stressed the importance of- and made 
specific recommendations regarding breakfast in line with 
current evidence that poor nutrition is an environmental 
risk factor for ADHD.61 Although the additional benefits 
of the nutritional recommendations could not be tested 
independently from the effects of other interventions 
there is evidence to suggest that nutritional interventions 
per se can have a small yet significant positive effect on 
ADHD symptoms.16 Furthermore, recent multimodal 
interventions have combined NF and counselling to 
improve the quantity and quality of sleep in line with the 
increasing evidence of a strong association between 
ADHD and sleep disorders,62 the effects of NF in the 
regulation of sleep spindle circuitry and circadian net-
works in ADHD,63 and the finding that ADHD symptom 
reduction following NF may be mediated by improve-
ments in sleep.64

In conclusion, the large treatment effects observed in 
both bona fide and sham-NF interventions can be the result 
of adding up the small effects of several treatment mod-
alities and their specific and non-specific components. 
Moreover, the superior effectiveness of multimodal inter-
ventions including NF, parental interventions, sleep and 
nutritional advice in comparison to NF monotreatment 
suggest that these interventions might have contributed 
additively or synergistically to the overall treatment 
effects. On the other hand, multimodal approaches may 
increase the probability of addressing multiple factors 
contributing to the causation or maintenance of the 
ADHD symptoms. Further studies are needed to system-
atically investigate the hypothesis that NF and other treat-
ment modalities may work synergistically to improve the 
treatment outcomes. In order to optimize treatment selec-
tion, future studies should also attempt to clarify which 
ADHD characteristics, associated functional difficulties 
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and patterns of comorbidities are more likely to benefit 
from combining NF with parental interventions as well as 
with sleep and dietary advice. Additionally, future research 
should attempt to determine whether multiple interven-
tions are optimally delivered simultaneously and/or 
sequentially as recent evidence suggests that the sequen-
cing of medication and behavioral interventions may be 
crucial for treatment response and prevention of medica-
tion side-effects.65

Apart from clinical effectiveness, treatment selection 
needs also to consider cost-effectiveness. However, the cost- 
effectiveness of NF relative to medication and behavioral 
therapy is not yet clearly established. Since ADHD is 
a neurodevelopmental disorder that often persists into 
adulthood3 the long-term effects of treatment are of para-
mount importance in determining the cost-effectiveness. In 
the United States, the total economic burden over the course 
of child development (excluding treatment costs) has been 
estimated to be $15,036 per child with ADHD vs $2848 per 
child without ADHD.7 In Germany, for example, the yearly 
medical cost involving inpatient care, psychotherapy and 
psychiatric consultations of patients with ADHD amount to 
€1500 and to €2800 when comorbidities were present.8 

According to estimations performed by Arns et al, persona-
lized and multimodal NF consisting of 30–40 sessions 
would cost in total between US $4000 and $6000 (based 
on hourly fees in developed economies), while the costs of 
medication excluding inpatient care, pediatric or psychiatric 
consultation would amount to $3500 to $7000 for periods 
ranging between 5 and 10 years (based on an average cost of 
$2 per day).30 Although systematic research is needed 
regarding long-term effects, preliminary evidence suggests 
that personalized and multimodal NF interventions (ie, the 
QEEG informed study by Krepel et al and the study by 
Monastra et al) were associated with higher clinical effec-
tiveness relative to medication monotreatment (ie, the 
iSPOT-A study) with comparable treatment costs. Taking 
into account its short treatment duration and long-term clin-
ical effectiveness, NF may be more cost-effective than tradi-
tional medical approaches when all costs along the 
developmental trajectory are considered.30

Conclusions
The current study expands and reinforces the previous 
conclusions that NF standard protocols can be considered 
as well-established and “efficacious and specific” with 
medium to large ES and 32% to 47% remission rates, as 
well as sustained effects on FU. Moreover, our analysis 

indicates that the remission rates of personalized NF treat-
ment with standard NF (57%) are superior to methylphe-
nidate in an open-label trial (31%) and equivalent to 
monotreatment with medication in a controlled research 
setting (56%). The superior effects of the iCAN RCT 
compared to the remaining NF RCTs, as well as the 
Krepel et al38 open-label study to the remaining NF stu-
dies, provides evidence for the advantage of the persona-
lization of standard protocols to the specific EEG features 
of the participants, with clear implications for clinical 
practice. The comparison between multimodal NF inter-
ventions to NF monotreatments is also supportive of 
additive or synergistic effects of combining NF with 
other interventions, namely parental, sleep and nutrition 
interventions. Non-specific treatment factors, such as rein-
forcement contingencies and the training of motor beha-
vior during NF provide further opportunities for the 
personalization of NF training to match the heterogeneous 
presentation of ADHD and calls for systematic future 
research.
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